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Press Release 
 
Härkingen/Gunzgen, 15 April 2024 

 
RONAL Bathrooms is presenting its first four innovative modern 
bathroom concepts, that take new aesthetic and functional paths.  
The bathroom concept “Space” allows a perfect space management 
within a traditional bathroom area but also fits in other living spaces. 
All RONAL Bathrooms concepts will be unveiled by RONAL Bathrooms 
at the Salone del Mobile in Milan the 16 April. 
 
Saving space and living space - both is possible with this “Space” bathroom concept which 
shows how to optimize a bathroom solution, even if located in unconventional spaces, with a 
high-end solution where aesthetics and functionality coexist perfectly.  
 
The bathroom furniture with reduced depth creates a boiserie solution that further highlights 
the space optimization and can also integrate daily functional areas. This new elegant boiserie 
concept in Ossidiana wood essence is optimally combined with the slim shower area in a 
coordinated colour scheme. The shower area is once again smart, comfortable and 
energy/water-saving sustainable.  
 
“Space” allows a perfect space management within a traditional bathroom area but also fits in
 other living spaces, offering additional functional modules (laundry, wardrobe, storage…). 
 
 

 
RONAL Bathrooms concept “Space” 
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RONAL Bathroom products within the bathroom concept “Space” 

ALMAZA SPACE from KAROL, a modular bathroom boiserie with reduced depth, which 
integrates the WC and washbasin areas and maximize the storage function; with 
complementary laundry, wardrobe and storage built-in columns. 
The shower area is equipped with KUDOS PINNACLE8  shower enclosures in combination with 
KUDOS ULTIMATE shower tray and InSens Pad-S shower system by INMAN. 
 

- Almaza Space, bathroom furniture, KAROL 

With Almaza Space it is possible to have a modular solution, where the  bathroom space is managed as 
a "walk-in closet" with a functional boiserie with open or closed storage modules  and reduced depth. 
There is also the possibility to have functional columns where the  laundry and wardrobe areas can find 
space.  
 

- Pinnacle8 shower enclosure, KUDOS  

The stunning Pinnacle8 level access enclosures are frameless and will maximize both space and light 
in any bathroom. Removing the frame from the enclosure provides the  end user with level access to 
their showering space, perfect for multi-generational households or those who are ‘future proofing’ 
their bathroom. Available in chrome, matt black and brushed brass finishes, Pinnacle8 level access 
enclosures are 200mm high and feature 8mm toughened safety glass throughout. 
 
- Ultimate shower tray, KUDOS 

Available in two contemporary slate effect finishes and in 18 sizes, this shower tray is easy to clean, is 
slip resistant and contains an anti-microbial additive which helps to inhibit the growth of bacteria. 
 
- InSens, INMAN 

The smart-shower concept InSens by INMAN combines comfort, design and respect for 
the environment. InSens reduces water consumption up to 70 percent and energy consumption up to 
50 percent for every shower. The ideal temperature and amount of water can be conveniently set in 
advance using a digital pad or smartphone. The water consumption is displayed directly in real time on 
the LCD color screen while showering. 
 
- Freestanding washbasin Catino, KAROL 

Iconic freestanding washbasin Catino with Base in Cotto di Impruneta, a material that is closely linked 
to Tuscany, where the company is located, is matched with a Catino washbasin in Natural 
Stone, Bianco Carrara or Nero Marquina, two finishes that enhance the beauty of the product. 
 
 
The RONAL bathroom concept “Space” and all other RONAL Bathrooms concepts will be 
presented by RONAL Bathrooms at the Salone del Mobile in Milan the 16 April, Hall 06, 
Stand D25. 
 
The related images are available in the news and press section of ronalbathrooms.com 

https://www.ronalbathrooms.com/en_GB/news
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About RONAL Bathrooms  
RONAL Bathrooms (former SanSwiss) with the brands RONAL, KUDOS, KAROL and GLASS 1989 and 
almost 500 employees will be the new bathroom and wellness division of the Swiss RONAL GROUP 
headquartered in Härkingen/Gunzgen, Switzerland, from 1 April 2024. The production sites are located 
in the Czech Republic, Italy and Romania, Great Britain and South Africa. The sales companies are active 
in leading European markets and selected overseas territories: these include France, Germany, Italy, 
Poland, the Czech Republic, Switzerland, Romania, the UK and South Africa.  
 
RONAL Bathrooms AG, former SanSwiss 
Mittelgäustrasse 81 
CH-4617 Gunzgen 
+41 62 389 01 40 
www.ronalbathrooms.com 
 
Contact Press RONAL Bathrooms                                  
Sibylle Hamann Press Office and R.P.                              International  Press Office and R.P. 
Tel: + 49 151 55731299                                                           Gagliardi & Partners 
 E-mail: press@ronalgroup.com                                         Nicolò Soranzo 
                                                 Tel: +39 049 657311 

       E-mail: gagliardi@gagliardi-partners.it 
 
About RONAL GROUP 
The company, headquartered in Härkingen, Switzerland, employs over 6,500 people worldwide in two 
different divisions. The RONAL Wheels division is one of the most important manufacturers of light alloy  
wheels for passenger cars and commercial vehicles. RONAL Bathrooms manufactures high -quality 
products for the bathroom and wellness sector. Production facilities of both divisions are located in 
twelve countries worldwide. Further information on the RONAL GROUP can be found at ronalgroup.com 
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